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Abstract—In this paper, we describe various technologies
that are being used in virtual garment fitting and
simulation. There, we have focused on the usage of
anthropometry in the clothing industry and avatar
generation of virtual garment fitting. Most commonly
used technologies for avatar generation in virtual
environment have been discussed in this paper such as
generic body model method and laser scanning
technologies. Moreover, this paper includes the usage of
real-time tracking technologies used in virtual garment
fitting like markers and depth cameras. Apart from these,
virtual clothing methods such as geometrical, physical
and hybrid-based models were also discussed in this
paper. As ease allowance has a major impact on virtual
cloth fitting, it is also considered in this paper relating to
similar research studies. As the final stage, our proposed
design has been explained including the steps of the
experiment that has been conducted to generate a twodimensional model of the garment item. Within this
paper, all the above-mentioned areas were described
thoroughly while stating the existing gap of the virtual
garment fitting in online marketplaces and our proposed
solution to bridge that gap.

solutions will provide an accurate solution, the time
consumed by 3D solutions to deliver the solution will be
very high. So, it can be seen that an online marketplace
will require a quick solution and the available 3D
solutions will not be appropriate to fulfill this
requirement. Furthermore, according to a study done by
D. Kim and K. LaBat (2013), considering the consumer
experience in using 3D virtual garment simulation
technology [1], most of the participants thought 3D
virtual garment simulation would be a good starting point
for judging fit, but there were some problems that the
participants have experienced when using these
technologies. The researchers have realized that there
were privacy issues associated with the end users while
using these 3D solutions since these technologies require
the 3D body model of the user. The discomfort of
viewing one’s own body scan was a major issue while
using these 3D virtual simulation technologies. Other
than that, the lack of the availability of technology was
also an issue. Therefore there is a need for a lightweight
solution which will support the decision making of the
end user in order to select the properly fitted dress by
considering human body properties and garment
properties.

Index Terms—Anthropometry, virtual garment fitting,
avatar generation, generic body model, ease allowance.
II. RELATED WORKS
A. Usage of Anthropometry in Clothing Industry

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays people purchase garments online due to
their busy lifestyles. It is visible that these online
purchases have a considerable return rate. The main
reason behind this situation is the size mismatch. There
are many accurate computationally intensive 3D solutions
to check the fitness of a garment with the human body.
The problem associated with these 3D solutions is that
we cannot use these to obtain a real-time result in the
online marketplace since these require high human
intervention and 3D mesh models of users and apparels.
Further, there will be a large number of online users who
will be accessing the system concurrently to check their
fitness for a dress. Even though the available 3D
Copyright © 2018 MECS

According to Pheasant and Haslegrave (2006),
anthropometry is a branch of human science which deals
with the measurements of the human body in terms of
size, shape, mobility, flexibility and working capacity [2].
It is observable that human body dimensions and
proportions vary from one to another which triggers the
necessity of understanding and analyzing the variances of
the human body dimensions as well as the relationship
among those. Pheasant and Haslegrave (2006) have
presented correct standing and sitting postures in which
the extraction of human body measurements could be
obtained more accurately [2].
However, the inception of massive cloth production for
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the general public has triggered standardization of
clothing sizes according to a clothing pattern grading
system that was introduced by experts in the fashion
industry. According to Schofield and LaBat (2005),
aforementioned pattern grading method presents a
standard way of making adjustments to cloth design
patterns with reference to a predefined set of human body
sizes [3]. This pattern grading system has a strong
correlation with anthropometry. According to Huang
(2012), the apparel industry uses ASTM D5219-09 and
ISO 8559:1989 standards for taking anthropometric
measurements and locating anatomical landmarks on
human bodies [4]. These standards are used to locate
body features on the parametric human models for which
3D garment should align with.
According to Chen (2008), there are eight body
measurements required to be obtained for a normal
trouser [5], and these parameters can be classified into
two classes as follows: (1) Vertical type. Waist to hip,
out-leg, curved front body rise. (2) Girth type. Thigh
girth, waist girth, half back waist, hip size, half back hip.
This anthropometric system has contributed to the
online garment purchasing process through the provision
of a set of measurements representing different garment
sizes where the shoppers are able to compare their own
measurements against these size charts. The drawbacks of
this comparison have influenced the development of
virtual garment fitting.
B. AVATAR GENERATION FOR VIRTUAL GARMENT FITTING
Generation of avatars represents human body in
various virtual fitting applications where human body
measurements are considered as one of the main inputs
which can be entered manually to generate an avatar.
This is commonly used when using web-based
applications, and apart from the human body
measurements, the human body can also be extracted
from numerous measuring and capturing technologies
such as laser scanning, multi-camera capturing, motion
detection and etc.
●

Use of Generic Body Models

One popular method of representing virtual human
body construction and animation is using generic models
[6]. There, the creation of face, body skeleton, and body
surface have been considered using the generic models.
This avatar generation approach starts from default
virtual human templates that include shape and animation
structures. As one way, photographs have been used as
inputs, where front and side views of the face and front,
side and back views of the body were taken. This method
is a feature-based modeling of a human body which can
be animated. Following several steps, the generic model
is animated and perform the animation with skin
deformation. Then a generic body is gained with seamless
surface and real-time skin deformation capability
whenever skeleton joints are animated with given
animation parameters.
In another way, certain measurements of the human
body have been used to adjust the generic models to
Copyright © 2018 MECS
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generate the avatar. There, they have taken eight
measurements of length that have to be entered by the
user. Based on these eight measurements particular
segments of the avatar are adapted and others are done
using interpolations.
Moreover, by creating generic human body model for
standard five types of sizes (Extra Small, Small, Medium,
Large, Extra-large) for each gender, and then taking the
key body measurements the avatar generation process is
carried out [7].
●

Use of Laser Scanning

The creation of three-dimensional avatar can also be
done using laser scanning [8]. Using 3D laser scanner,
customer’s body surface will be scanned within a few
seconds and produces a three-dimensional point cloud.
Then a mesh is generated out of these scanned point
clouds and textures and acts as the basis for the virtual
avatar.
By applying skin deformation methods to this created
basis of a virtual avatar, the finalized avatar is capable of
generating simple animations as well.
●

Use of Optical Tracking

Use of optical tracking with commodity cameras is
suggested in order to scan a person and then the scanned
body mesh will be used as an avatar later [10]. To capture
all sides of a person’s body measurements, multi-camera
setup with ten cameras will be used and compared to
other methods, this is used because of its fast processing.
With the pose estimation algorithms [11] the images are
converted to a depth map and by using deformations and
based on the images, the mesh is matched in order to
resemble the proportions of the captured person [10].
A more natural look of avatar generation can be
achieved using face detection algorithm on a photo of a
user. Further adjustments such as skin color are done
according to the face [9].
Though there are different ways of generating an
avatar, most of these are unable to use in real-time
applications as it requires huge computational power. As
a result, there is a need for an avatar generation method
which requires low computational power that can be used
in online marketplace.
C. Real-Time Tracking Technologies for Virtual Garment
Fitting
These technologies can be categorized into two parts as
marker-based technologies and marker-less technologies.
The marker-based approach uses different techniques.
‘Fiducial markers’ and optical markers are such
techniques that come under this approach. Depth camera
technique is known as a sophisticated marker-less
technology which enables motion capturing and full body
depth detection.
●

Markers

The marker-based approach can be used as one of the
methods to track shape of the body by placing these
markers on predefined positions of the surface of the
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body. These are known as ‘fiducial markers’ since
placement of markers is done in accordance with the
comparison of placements of other markers.
In a study that presented an Augmented Reality
application called ARDressCode has applied the concept
of markers for their study [12]. Three cameras have been
set-up to capture shopper’s body and with the use of
Augmented Reality Toolkit, the images captured by the
camera are analyzed in order to place a set of predefined
markers. As the final step, 3D model of the garment is
positioned on body considering markers. In another study
done in 2008 [13], researchers have applied markers on
joints of a user using an algorithm that detects accurate
positions of the body. Finally, a 2D garment is positioned
on the body of the user based on markers.
With the introduction of marker-less tracking system, it
was identified that marker-based approach is an errorprone method as the real-time positioning of markers
were less accurate.
●

E. Virtual Clothing in Computer Graphics
Virtual clothing supports the reproduction of physical
behaviors and the visual features of textile objects in
computer-simulated virtual reality [16]. Virtual clothing
can be classified into three main categories such as
geometrical based, physical-based and hybrid virtual
clothing methods. The distinction among these categories
is identified based on the core technique used for
formulating shape of the cloth or for driving its
deformation.
●

Depth Cameras

In a study done in Japan, 3D body shapes of
participants were obtained using depth cameras in order
to overlay clothing images that are with similar body
shape [14]. The subjects are captured with depth cameras,
resulting single-shot depth images. This single-shot depth
image is used to obtain 3D body model of subject with
the application of depth data. Once single-shot depth
image is rendered, shape of the body model is estimated
using depth data. Finally, the most suitable clothing
image with similar shape is selected from clothing
database.
This method was able to produce considerably accurate
garment fitting for the users, but with the high cost of
large databases and equipment, the use of depth cameras
is inappropriate for an online marketplace.
D. Virtual Cloth Generation and Simulation
Generation and simulation of virtual cloth can be done
in various ways such as creating a 3D mesh to represent
cloth, scanning an existing cloth using laser scanning
techniques or using 2D planes with considering the
texture of the fabric. From a research done at Graz
University of Technology [10], they have generated the
garment items virtually based on a multi-camera setup.
With the assistance of this setup, a person will be
captured who is wearing the actual cloth and the cloth
should be separated from the body which can be done
both manually or using ‘chroma’ key technique. In
another method which is used for cloth generation
[6][15], described in two research papers which were
published in 2001 and 2003 respectively, first the outline
of the cloth is drawn and placed on the body. After
completing series of steps finally, the garment is adapted
automatically according to the shape of the model. With a
different technique that provides a realistic visualization
of clothes is presented in a research [8], it has been
mentioned that the finished results of cloth generation
and simulation should give the real feeling of material
properties to the users. In this method, clothes are created
Copyright © 2018 MECS

using 2D CAD geometry models and these models are
typically utilized in the fashion industry.
Another research which was conducted in University
of Geneva [7], they have used 3D garment simulator
namely MIRACloth that was developed in University of
Geneva. In this research, they have conducted the cloth
simulation in two stages, garment assembly stage and
garment animation stage.

Geometrical Based Virtual Clothing Methods

These techniques mainly concentrate on the properties
related to appearance particularly folds and wrinkles
which can be represented by geometrical equations.
Physical properties of cloth will not be examined through
these methods. Geometrical based virtual clothing
methods require a substantial amount of user intervention
which can be considered as one of its limitations.
The roots of geometrical virtual clothing methods
spread back into 1986. Weil (1986) was able to introduce
a way of modeling for three dimensional (3D) hanging
cloth material [17]. Catenary curves between hanging
points of cloth were used to induce shape of the cloth.
This method can be used only to generate the hanging
cloth and it cannot be used to generate a more complex
cloth shape. T. Agui and Nakajima (1990) presented a
way of modeling a sleeve on a bent arm [18]. According
to their observation, the consequence of differences in
curvature between inner and outer part of the sleeve has
caused a formation of folds. This method focuses mainly
the simulation of a bent sleeve. Hinds and McCartney
(1990) aimed at automation of manufacturing garments
[19]. In this method, upper body of a mannequin was
digitized to obtain the shape of human body and
numerous three dimensional (3D) panels were used to
represent a garment. Afterwards, Hinds et al. (1991)
proposed a way of translating three dimensional(3D)
panels into two dimensional (2D) patterns using the
method of Calladine (1986) [20] [21]. Miller et al. (1991)
proposed a new approach to the issue of producing a
simple topologically-closed geometric model from a
point-sampled volume dataset [22]. A simple geometry as
an initial topologically closed object such as a sphere or a
cube was proposed through their research. Then the
process of expanding this simple object in order to fit the
object within a volume has been conducted. An extension
of this method into cloth modeling was proposed by
Thomas Stumpp (2008) [23]. Linear time complexity was
reached considering a number of mesh vertices through
their method. The physical property of cloth can be
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affected by the topology of cloth mesh as the physical
property of the cloth is correlated to the size of clusters.
Decaudin et al. (2006) introduced a method to create
visually realistic clothes by wrapping developable
surfaces around the character body in a natural manner
[24]. The sewing patterns from 3D cloth model were
provided by flattening the developable surfaces. A three
dimensional (3D) surfaces were generated around
character body using a sketch based interface and
manually added the seam lines on these surfaces directly.
A feature-based method for the construction of 3D cloth
from 2D sketches was proposed by Wang et al. (2003) by
considering predefined human body features as the base
[25]. Tailoring rules in the fashion industry were used to
define features of the human body based on the profiles
of different body parts. 3D cloth templates are preconstructed considering each type of cloth. This method
can generate only simple cloth meshes which needed to
be processed further to complete a detailed cloth. An
interactive way for putting and manipulating clothes on a
3D model was introduced by Igarashi & Hughes (2002)
[26]. 2D patterns are used to generate 3D cloth in this
method and this can be used to model simple style cloth
without folding and also because of the computational
cost cloth-cloth collision is disregarded while calculating
surface constraints of 3D cloth mesh. An approach for
designing 3D cloth directly on a 3D mannequin model
was introduced by Wang et al. (2009) considering
constrained contour curves and style curves [27]. To
define the general shape of clothes, contour curves such
as silhouette curves and cross-section curves were used
whereas to generate detailed 2D cloth patterns on cloth
surfaces style curves such as seam lines, notch lines, and
dart lines were used. This approach can be considered as
an intuitive and appropriate way of designing complex
cloth on a 3D mannequin. Further knowledge in fashion
design and patternmaking is required to edit contour
curves and style curves. Flexible shape control method
was proposed Meng et al. (2012) for resizing 3D
garments automatically while preserving the shape of
user-defined features on clothes [28]. Any kind of cloth
modeling techniques can be used to generate 3D clothes
are modeled on a reference human body. Safeguarding of
cloth features can be highly influenced by inconsistent
user inputs since feature curves are defined by users
based on each cloth modeled for target human bodies. An
automatic way of cloth transferring between characters
with different body shapes was introduced by Brouet et
al. (2012) [29]. Vertices are adjusted on 3D cloth in order
to fit a cloth onto a different character and pattern
extraction will be happened after fitting 3D cloth to a new
character through this method. Sketch-based interface for
modeling 3D cloth on virtual characters was proposed by
Turquin et al. (2007a) to model cloth on a 3D character
based on stocks drawn by users [30]. This method can
only be used to model simple style single layer clothes
since information from user input stroke cannot be used
to define complex cloth structure. An interactive tool was
introduced by Umetani et al. (2011) for cloth design that
enables bidirectional editing between 2D patterns and 3D
Copyright © 2018 MECS
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cloth [31]. The real-time physics-based simulation
method is used to simultaneously update the topology of
2D cloth pattern and its corresponding 3D cloth piece by
user input, in order to maintain synchronization between
2D and 3D. The method proposed through this method
cannot be used for simulation of cloth dynamic behavior
subject to the motion of 3D character as synchronization
of 2D pattern with a 3D cloth on a static 3D mannequin
cannot be performed through this method.
●

Physical Based Virtual Clothing Methods

Triangular or rectangular grids with points of fixed
mass at intersections are used to represent cloth models in
this physical based virtual clothing methods. Two types
of models such as energy-based method (Terzopoulos et
al. 1987) and force-based method (Volino & MagnenatThalmann 2005) can be recognized in physical-based
virtual clothing methods [32] [33]. The total energy of
cloth is calculated using some equations in the energybased model. The shape of cloth is derived using these
equations by moving points to achieve minimum energy
state. In force-based models, forces among each point are
represented as differential equations. The positions of
points at each time step are obtained by solving these
differential equations using numerical integration. A
method for the construction of shape of a cloth object has
been proposed by Terzopoulos et al. (1987) [32]. Shape
and motion of deformable materials have been described
using elasticity theory in this approach. Simulation of the
dynamic behavior of objects can be implemented by
fetching physical properties such as mass and damping
into physical simulation. General mechanical model for
cloth simulation was introduced by Volino and
Magnenat-Thalmann (2005) for cloth simulation [33].
Instead of mass-spring system, an accurate particle
system for dynamic simulation is presented through this
model. Three 2D coordinates have designed considering
three mechanical properties such as weft, warp elongation
and shear and these were used to describe a triangle face
of cloth mesh. A simulation model for large deformations
of textile was proposed by Volino et al. (2009) [36].
Simulation process has become simple through this
model and it enables the creation of nonlinear tensile
behavior of textile with accuracy and robustness. An
approach to simulate inextensible cloth in a collision-free
condition subjected to a conservative force such as
gravity was proposed by Chen and Tang (2010) [37].
Stretch resistance and compression resistance of a cloth is
greater than its bending resistance according to this paper.
Transformation of deformation process of an initial
developable mesh surface to a final mesh surface through
physical based simulation process has been proposed via
this method.
In general, physical-based virtual clothing methods are
used to produce behavior of a flexible object that
resembles cloth. The rate of resemblance will vary based
on used physical based virtual clothing technique.
●

Hybrid Virtual Clothing Methods

Hybrid virtual clothing methods have been developed
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by combining both geometrical based virtual clothing
methods and physical based virtual clothing methods to
compensate deficiencies in those methods to deliver a
proper solution. Rudomin (1990) proposed a method to
diminish the computational complexity of physical based
virtual clothing methods [38]. He presented a mechanism
which can be used to lower computational time of
physical based virtual clothing method which was
introduced by Terzopoulos et al. (1987) [32]. After a
while a series of hybrid virtual clothing methods were
proposed by Kunii and Gotoda (1990) [39]; Tsopelas
(1991) [40]. Geometrically modeled fine wrinkle details
were mapped onto a physically simulated cloth mesh
using these methods. Texture-based wrinkle modeling
method was introduced by Hadap et al. (1999) for cloth
simulation [41]. Deformation details will be generated
through this method by considering basis as bump map
which will be created by a user on a physically simulated
bristly cloth object. Kinematic method for generating
wrinkles on cloth for Computer Generated (CG)
characters was proposed by Cutler et al. (2005) [42].
Through this method, they were able to find out that these
similarities could be revealed only on tight fit cloth. Due
to that, it was impossible to generate shape detail on loose
fit cloth using wrinkle database. A method to generate
finely detailed folds on captured cloth model was
proposed by Popa et al. (2009) [43]. Shape and position
of wrinkles were captured from video footage through
this method by considering basis as the distinguishing
shape characteristics of wrinkle. Feng et al. (2010)
introduced a method to provide high-quality dynamic
folds and wrinkle for cloth simulation by maintaining
real-time ability [44].Geometrical based virtual clothing
method was used to capture the relationship between two
different resolutions of mesh and transformation process
was executed using this relationship. They developed an
animation production pipeline which always starts with
physical simulation of low-resolution mesh. Through this
method, they have evaluated collisions between each
proxy bone instead of calculating collision between each
mesh triangles of cloth and body model when a character
moves. The computational time that is taken to calculate
collisions has reduced considerably even though there is a
slight reduction in the accuracy of collision handling.
Researchers have been succeeded in improving the
efficiency, but a pre-simulation is required to obtain
training data and it will be a time-consuming process.
F. Usage of Ease Allowance and Distance Ease
Distribution in Pattern Construction
Ease has become a crucial feature in the clothing
industry in order to deliver appropriate garment fit to the
wearer. Many researchers have identified a variety of
factors that are having a considerable relation to the ease
allowance of a garment block pattern construction.
Rasband and Liechty (2006) have explained that design
style, fabric physical and mechanical attributes, body
shape, wearing occasion and personal preference are the
main factors that impact the amount of ease needed [45].
Chen, Zeng, Happiette and Bruniaux (2008) have
Copyright © 2018 MECS

categorized the factors related to ease allowance into
three; standard ease, dynamic ease and fabric ease [5].
According to Gill (2011), there are five contributing
factors that determine the ease of a garment pattern such
as Function, Comfort, Oversize, Fabric and Styling [46].
Huang, Mok, Kwok, & Au (2012) has identified the
amount of clothing ease depends on the design, fabric
used, functions of a garment, and even personal
preference of customer [4]. Based on these, two types of
ease were identified; wearing ease and design ease. As it
can be seen, almost all the researchers have considered
the shape of the human body and fabric properties to
determine ease allowance [4][5][45][46], and these have
been identified as having a strong and direct relationship
with the distance ease distribution between body and
garment [47][48]. Some of the researchers have identified
that other than the body shape and fabric properties, the
design of the garment, personal preferences and body
movements also have a significant impact on the amount
of ease allowance required. Still, there are questions left
unanswered for the identification of the relationship
between these factors and distance ease distribution when
a garment is draped upon a human body.
Furthermore, many studies have used 3D body
scanning data in order to evaluate the distance ease
distribution [4][5][46][47][48][49]. Xu (2008) and Lage
(2017) presented the impact on the distance ease between
the body and garment by using a variety of fabrics, while
uniformly changing the ease allowance. Both studies
showed that the 3D distance eases at different body
angles changed irregularly with the increase of garment
sizes and the uniform changing of material mechanical
properties, especially tensile strain [47][48]. Gill (2011)
and Wang et al. (2006) have presented different
mathematical models of ease distribution which plays an
important role in the construction of basic garment
patterns [46][50]. Chen et al. (2008) also presented a
model to generate optimum ease allowance for the
creation and manipulation of pattern construction [5].
Thomassey et al. (2013) identified a template to
determine ease in 3D patterns in order to generate
personalized garment patterns [49]. With the
identification of distance ease distribution among body
and garment, Huang et al. (2012) presented a model to
flexibly distribute and accurately control ease in 3D
patterns in order to convert those into two-dimensional
[4].
Furthermore, studies have been conducted to evaluate
the distance ease distribution at the bust section, waist
section, abdomen section, hip section, thigh, knee and
crotch curve using the respective cross-sections of the
body. Moreover, dresses, long-sleeve tops, jackets,
trousers have been used for the evaluation of distance
ease distribution.
There are still questions left unanswered for
determining the garment fit for a given garment type
without the usage of 3D technologies as well as for
identifying the relationship between the distance-ease
distribution and wearer’s personal fit preference.
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III. PROPOSED DESIGN
The primary focus of this study is to generate a fast
online solution which will support the decision-making
process of human users, utilizing a less computational
power and a less user intervention. The shopper is only
required to provide the key body measurements of him or
herself along with the selected garment item. These input
body measurements of a particular user are the
foundation of the human body model generation process
is discussed in this part.
The generated body model is then compared with a
selected garment item which is available in the online
shopping store. As a prerequisite of this proposed
solution, the 2D models of the garment items of the
online store is required to be generated beforehand and
stored in a database.

clothing item into its block pattern. A male short-sleeve
shirt was selected as the garment item for the first attempt
of the experiment since it has been a frequent tailor
making garment item. The experiment was also aimed at
analyzing the relationship between the measurements of
the finished garment and its block pattern. At the end of
this experiment, the 2D pattern of a finished short-sleeve
men’s shirt was obtained and plotted using a 2D
Cartesian plane. For the experiment ten short-sleeve
men’s shirts of the same size, same design and same
material were selected. The following 15 measurements
from the front, back, and sleeve of the shirt were
extracted using a measuring tape by placing the garment
on a flat surface avoiding wrinkles.

User
Measurements

Garment
Item

Experiment
Findings

65

Material
Properties

Ease
Allowance

Industry Accepted
Method

Table 1. Measurements that were taken from the short-sleeve
men’s shirts

2D Pattern of
Human Body

2D Pattern of
Garment Item
Pattern
Comparison
& Visualization

Fig.1. Proposed Design.

A. Model Generation
The human body and the garment item were modeled
in the same platform in order to carry out the comparison
process more accurately. In order to represent the models
of both human body and garment, a two-dimensional
plane was selected as the platform. The concept behind
this model generation is representing three-dimensional
objects using two-dimensional models preserving its
original measurements. In this study two types of models
were generated:
●
●

2D Block Pattern of Garment Item
2D Block Pattern of Human Body

●

2D Block Pattern of Garment Item

The study focused on representing the garment items
using its original 2D block pattern since each garment
item is originated by a 2D block pattern. These block
patterns contain the correct measurements that are used to
create garments. It is important to identify these correct
garment pattern measurements since these are necessary
for the comparison process. In the first stage of the study
a particular garment item was selected, and it was
transformed into its block pattern upon identifying the
relationship between the measurements of the finished
garment and its block pattern.
An experiment was designed to examine the feasibility
of the aforementioned process of transforming a specific
Copyright © 2018 MECS

Fig.2. The process of transforming a short-sleeve shirt into
its block pattern.

Front
Length from
Shoulder
Length from
Middle
Seam Length
Width from Hip
Level
Width from Waist
Level
Width from Chest
Level
Collar Width

Back
Length from
Middle
Length from
Shoulder
Shoulder Width
Shoulder Width
from Middle

Sleeve
Upper Arm Length
Under Arm Length
Lower Girth * 2
Upper Girth * 2

After extracting all the necessary garment
measurements, the sample shirts were converted into their
pre-sewing stage by removing the stitches of the seams;
the line where two garment pieces are sewn together. The
block patterns of these unstitched garment pieces were
drawn on a paper using a tracing wheel which is
commonly used in flat pattern making. After that, the
previously mentioned 15 measurements were again
extracted from the sketches of the block patterns. The
differences between the measurements of the finished
garment and measurements of the block pattern were
analyzed to identify the relationship between the
measurements.
The difference between a particular measurement of
the garment and the relevant measurement of the block
pattern was calculated for each shirt and was compared. It
was clearly seen that there were fewer variations among
the difference values for each measurement. The problem
in this finding was that these results would not be suitable
for the generalization of this process for different sizes of
short sleeve men’s shirts. As it is mentioned before this
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experiment was constrained for the short-sleeve men’s
regular-fit shirts with the collar size of 15.5 inches. In
order to obtain a set of generalized values for all the
available sizes of short-sleeve men’s shirts, as the second
step of the experiment, four different short-sleeve men’s
shirts with the collar sizes of 15, 15.5, 16 and 16.5 inches
were selected and same set of actions of the previous
experiment were taken on these four shirts. At the end of
this experiment, two graphs were obtained.

JK and ML values are constants and a, b, c, d, e are the
values of standard mean errors between the front block
and the front of the shirt.
a=0.4cm b=0.9cm c=-0.8cm d= 1.0cm e=0.9cm
Half - Back block of the shirt

Findings of the Experiment
Conducting the experiment, the relationship of
converting the finished garment item (Men’s short sleeve
shirt) to its 2D block pattern has been identified with
following equations for front, back, and the sleeve of the
shirt separately.
Half - Front block of the shirt

Fig.4. Half back block of the shirt

cos Ө = BD / BC

(1)

Ө = cos -1 BD / BC

(2)

tan Ө = n / BD

(3)

n = tan Ө (BD)

(4)

CHE curve can be calculated using the equation;
y = ax2+bx+c
HI value is a constant one and a, b, c, d, e, j, k are the
values of standard mean errors between the back block
and the back of the shirt
Fig.3. Half front block of the shirt

a= 0.4 b=1.5 c=1.4 d=1 e= -0.8 j=0.6 k=1.5
Table 2. Measurements Taken from Half Front Block of the Shirt
OA
AB
BC
CD
DH
OI
OG
IF
AC
JK
ML

Length from the middle of the garment + b
( Back length from the middle - Front length
from the middle)
Collar width of the garment / 2
Length from collar to shoulder of the garment
Length from shoulder to hip of the garment +e
(Seam length + d) / 2
(Lower width of the garment +a) / 2
(Waist of the garment + c) / 2
(AB2 +BC2) 1/2
3.5 cm
4.5 cm

Table 3. Measurements Taken from Half Back Block of the Shirt
OA
OB
BC
BD
DC
EG
JE
AF
OG
HI

(Seam length of the garment + d ) / 2
Back length of the middle of the garment + b
Mid neck to shoulder of the garment + k
(Full shoulder width of the garment + j) / 2
n
Seam length of the garment + d
( Chest of the garment + c ) / 2
( Waist of the garment + e ) / 2
( Lower width of the garment + a) / 2
3.5 cm

Sleeve block of the shirt
ACK and DME curves can be calculated using the
equation; y = ax2+bx+c
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13. Upper arm length
14. Under arm length
15. Lower Arm girth
Based on these measurements, 2D patterns of the front,
back, and arm of the human body were modeled.
Following are the generalized 2D block patterns for a
male upper body which can be used to represent different
male upper bodies.
Half-Front block of the respective human

Fig.5. Sleeve block of the shirt
Table 4. Measurements Taken from Sleeve Block of the Shirt
AB
CF
LE
FL
I
J
K

Lower arm girth of the garment + x
(Upper arm girth of the garment + x ) / 2
Upper arm length of the garment + y
Under arm length of the garment + z
1.25 cm
1.6 cm
0.9 cm

I, J, K are constant values and x, y, z are standard mean
errors of the sleeve block and the sleeve of the shirt
x= 1.7
●

y=0.5

z=0.15
Fig.6. Half front block of the respective human

2D Block Pattern of Human Body

In order to compare the human body with the 2D
model of the garment item, the model of the human body
was transformed into the same 2D platform. In the
Garment Pattern Making Industry the scientific method
for creating ‘close-fitting basic bodice block’ is used to
make garments that are tightly fitted to the male upper
body; from the base of the neck to waist, excluding arms.
Only the upper body of males was modeled as a basic
garment pattern with the use of aforementioned ‘closefitting basic bodice block’ creation method [51] because
of its significant similarity with the representation of the
male upper body. 15 body measurements of the male
upper body were selected in order to generate this 2D
bodice block which is the exact replica of the
corresponding user’s upper body as the measurements are
taken with zero ease allowance. Those measurements are
as below.
1. Neck girth
2. Neck base width
3. Chest
4. Hip
5. Waist
6. Side Shoulder-to waist
7. Side neck-to-waist
8. Waist-to-hip
9. Underarm-to-waist
10. Arm hole
11. Shoulder width
12. Shoulder width
Copyright © 2018 MECS

Table 5. Measurements Taken from Half- Front Block of the Human
KJ
DG
JO
AK
BK
KD
FE
JG
OH
EG
DCE

Side neck to waist
Side shoulder to waist
Waist-to-hip
(Neck girth / 6) + 0.5
(Neck girth / 6) + 0.5
Neck base width / 2
((Chest/2)+1) / 2
((Waist/2)+1) / 2
((Hip/2)+1) / 2
Underarm-to-waist
(Armhole / 2) - 0.5

Table 6. Measurements Taken from the Half-Back Block of the Human
DC
CO
AD
DE
DF
BG
CI
OJ
GI
DCE

Side neck to waist
Waist-to-hip
2cm
(Neck girth / 6) + 0.5
Neck base width / 2
((Chest/2)-1) / 2
((Waist/2)-1) / 2
((Hip/2)-1) / 2
Underarm-to-waist
(Armhole / 2) - 0.5

Half-Back block of the respective human
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them on a 2D Cartesian plane as shown in the Fig. 9.

Fig.9. Plotting the block patterns on a 2D Cartesian plane
Fig.7. Half back block of the respective human

Arm block of the respective human
The male arm was modeled as a basic garment pattern
with the use of the ‘close-fitting sleeve block’ creation
method. Four measurements of the male arm including
upper arm length, under arm length, upper arm girth and
lower arm girth were chosen in order to generate the
aforementioned 2D sleeve block, which can be
considered as an exact model for the corresponding user’s
arm. The following equations were generated based on
the ‘close-fitting sleeve block’ creation method.

For the comparison process, the areas of a shirt with
most fitting issues were considered. These problematic
areas were identified through a survey which was
distributed among male university students. As the next
step of the comparison process, the relevant numerical
points of the two models with respect to the most
problematic fitting areas were identified. Upon
identifying these numerical points or Cartesian
coordinates, the relevant distance values of both models
were extracted and compared in order to estimate the fit
of the particular garment to that user.
The comparison process was conducted under two
main phases. In the first phase, the front block of the
garment was compared with the front block pattern of the
human upper body. In the second phase, the sleeve block
of the garment was compared with the sleeve block
pattern of the human upper arm. Moreover, the ease
measurements to classify the fitness of the garment has
also been proposed in this process based on the literature
and ease values for each measurement have been
contextualized to the research. The comparison processes
conducted under these both phases are furthermore
discussed in the following sections.
Model Comparison - Phase I

Fig.8. Arm block of the respective human
Table 7. Measurements Taken from the Arm Block of the Human
EG
AD
DF
BF
H
I
J
K

●

Lower arm girth
(Upper arm girth of the garment + x ) / 2
Under arm length
Upper arm length
1.25 cm
1.5 cm
1.25 cm
0.9 cm

1. Shoulder

Model Comparison and Usage of Distance Ease

The two-dimensional block patterns of male shortsleeve shirt and human body were compared by plotting
Copyright © 2018 MECS

When comparing the front block of the garment and
the front block pattern of the human upper body, the
following areas were considered.

The shoulder distance (BC) in the shirt with the
shoulder distance of human front pattern will be
compared. By taking the difference between the shoulder
distances of shirt and the human patterns, the user
selected shirt can be categorized into the respected fitness
level considering the user preference as well. According
to the ease values gained through the experiment;
If the difference between shoulder lengths is less than
0.4, that implies the selected shirt is small for the user.
Whether the difference is equal or greater than 0.4 and
less than 0.6, the selected shirt can be categorized into the
tight or normal fit level. If the difference is equal or
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greater than 0.6, up to 1.4 the shirt can be categorized
into the comfort fitness level and above 1.4, the selected
shirt is oversize to the user.
Difference = (Shoulder length of the Shirt pattern Shoulder length of the human body pattern)
Small = Difference < 0.4
Tight fit = 0.6 > Difference >= 0.4
Comfort fit = 1.4 > Difference >= 0.6
Oversize = Difference > 1.4
2. Shirt Length
The length of the shirt of the front 2D pattern (DH)
will be compared with the summation of the side neck to
waist (KJ) and waist to hip (JO) lengths in the front
human body pattern. Here, length of the human body
pattern based on the length expected by the user.
Difference of the Length = (Shirt length - Shirt length
expected by the user)
Based on the difference get, the output can be
displayed as the shirt is x (Difference of the length)
shorter/longer than expected length by the user.
3. Hip
The hip area of the human body pattern (OH) will be
compared with the hip area of the 2D pattern of the shirt
(OG). We have calculated the difference between the hip
measurement of the shirt and the garment and following
comparison criteria were derived based on that
difference.
Difference = Shirt hip measurement - Human hip
measurement
Small: Difference < 0.3
Tight Fit: Difference < 0.8 and Difference >= 0.3
Normal Fit: Difference < 1.5 and Difference >= 0.8
Comfort Fit: Difference < 2.3 and Difference >= 1.5
Oversized garment: Difference >= 2.3
4. Chest
Comparison of chest is done in two phases. In the first
phase, chest measurement of human (FE) and chest
measurement of shirt will be compared directly.
According to our comparison process, if human chest
measurement is greater than shirt chest measurement that
implies the respective shirt selected by the user is small
from the chest area. If the human chest measurement is
smaller than or equal shirt chest measurement, it implies
that the respective shirt selected by the user needs to
analyze further in order to measure the fitness from the
chest area. It will be discussed as the second phase of the
chest comparison and straight length measurements from
side neck to chest level of both shirt and human are
needed to proceed this phase. If straight length
measurement from side neck to chest level of human is
greater than or equal to straight length measurement from
side neck to chest level of shirt, it implies that the
respective shirt selected by the user is small from the
Copyright © 2018 MECS
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chest area. If straight length measurement from side neck
to chest level of human is less than straight length
measurement from side neck to chest level of shirt, it
implies that the respective shirt selected by the user has
no fitness issue from the chest area. Following equations
are based on the aforementioned comparison process.
Step 01:
IF, chest (human) > chest (shirt) => Shirt is small
IF, chest (human) <= chest (shirt) => Step 02
Step 02:
h0 = straight length from side neck to chest level
IF, h0 (human) < h0 (shirt) => Shirt is okay
IF, h0 (human) >= h0 (shirt) => Shirt is small
The fitness of the garment has been classified based on
the distance ease preferences as below. We have
calculated a proportion in order to determine the fitting
criteria and following boundaries were decided based on
this proportion.
Proportion = (Human chest measurement - Straight
length measurement from side neck to chest level of shirt)
/ (Human waist measurement - Straight length
measurement from side neck to chest level of shirt)
Tight Fit: Proportion < 0.6
Normal Fit: Proportion < 1.5 and Proportion >= 0.6
Comfort Fit: Proportion < 2.3 and Proportion >= 1.5
Oversized Garment: Proportion >= 2.3
Model Comparison - Phase II
When comparing the sleeve block of the garment and
the sleeve block pattern of the human upper arm the
following areas were considered.
1. Upper Arm girth
In here the upper arm girth measurement (CD) of the
shirt’s sleeve block will be compared with the upper arm
girth measurement (AC) of the human arm’s block
pattern. Whenever the AC measurement(cm) is greater
than or equal to the CD measurement(cm) the selected
shirt will be considered to be smaller at the arm area for
the particular user. If the AC measurement(cm) is less
than the CD measurement(cm) the selected shirt will be
considered to be suitable at the arm area for the user.
Here the suitability can be again categorized according to
the fitness levels.
Difference = (Arm girth of the shirt - Arm girth of the
human)
Small = Difference < 0.3
Tight fit = 0.6 > Difference >= 0.3
Normal fit = 1 > Difference >=0.6
Comfort fit = 1.5 > Difference >= 1
Oversize = Difference > 1.5
2. Upper Arm Length
Here the upper arm length (EL) of the shirt’s sleeve
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block will be compared with the upper arm length (BF) of
the human arm’s block pattern. Whenever the BF
measurement(cm)
is
greater
than
the
EL
measurement(cm) the selected shirt sleeve will be
considered to be shorter than the user preference of the
particular user.

[10]

[11]

Arm length (human) > Arm length (shirt) =>Shirt is
small
Arm length (human) <= Arm length (shirt) =>Shirt is
okay
[12]

IV. CONCLUSION

[13]

There are several methods and tools currently available
to check the fitness of a garment with the human body.
Most of these techniques demand high computational
power since they deliver results utilizing available 3D
technologies. Therefore time required for these
applications to deliver results is relatively high, and high
user intervention is needed to deliver the solution. Further
users will access online marketplaces concurrently and it
requires high-speed delivery of results in order to control
the network traffic. Thus the applicability of
aforementioned 3D applications to an online marketplace
would be comparatively low. Therefore there is a need
for a lightweight solution which will support the decision
making of the end user in order to select the properly
fitted dress by considering human body properties and
garment properties.
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